Kent Action Against Live Exports (KAALE)

“I never give them hell. I just tell the truth and they think it's hell.”

President Harry S Truman

Patrons:
Carla Lane:  http://www.carlalane.com/
Maria Daines:  http://www.maria-daines.com/

Website:  http://www.kaale.org.uk/

Mailing Address:  The Sheiling, London Road, Sholden, Deal, Kent, CT14 0AD England; Uk.
Newsline:  01304 – 204688
(Newsline normally updated each Sunday evening; more regularly during every shipment as data gathered)

Contacts:  Chairman:  Mr. Ian Birchall – Mobile 07968 134489
EU / Press Officer:  Mr. Mark Johnson – Mobile: 07947 997110

Saturday 20th October 2012

“But there is no Abuse”
- A Rant in anger – by Dot

19th October, what a sad day, the live exports returned we thought they’d gone away.

But Justice Burton said no!
Dutch Business comes first.
With a letter from Animal Health saying there is No Animal Abuse

We stood at the Roundabout on the main Road.
With our posters that had our Messages on.

It poured and it poured and we stood in the dark, kind people tooted us and gave us thumbs up.

Then the lorries arrived so we gave them what for, the stench was disgusting which angers us more.

Sheep were jammed close their fleeces against the sides.
It upset me so I broke down and cried.

Mary showed us a photo of a lorry with a collapsed roof, there sticking out a leg and a hoof.

It was out through the slot on the side where we stood.

BAN LIVE ANIMAL EXPORTS
It made us very angry, But there is no Abuse!

Down at the Port the inspection underway; not by the RSPCA they had no sway.
This angered the protestors, but all was OK, for Animal Health were there.
Well that made our day!

It took them 5 minutes to say ‘let them go’. The lorries were loaded going to and fro.
The protestors were angry and shouted with all their might.
They are brave and determined and wont give up the fight!

Animal Health says that all is OK, the sheep on the journey went sailing away.

The nightmare has started we know how it will finish, with the Man with the Knife,
our fight will not diminish.

To all the stout hearts that came to aid the cause today, whether down at the Port or
even far away.

They have no voice, so for them we must say.

There IS animal ABUSE and it MUST go AWAY

- Ban Live Exports

Video footage of events at Ramsgate – Friday 19th October 2012:


Check all the sub links on this above link for different video footage.

BAN LIVE ANIMAL EXPORTS
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All rights reserved. No part of this publication, including any photographs,
may be reproduced for commercial purposes using any means whatsoever, without prior written permission from KAALE.
Contact – Mark Johnson – EU Correspondent and Press/Media; or Valerie Cameron – Official KAALE Photographer.
Further shipments of ritual slaughter sheep expected at Ramsgate on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at least; 22nd – 24th October.

Please join the demonstrators on these days if you are able – Thank You.

Regular and latest information on our Newsline: 01304 – 204688

RSPCA Campaigns - chief executive (Mr. Gavin Grant) speaks out against live transport

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVpBu7fSZko

RSPCA Chief executive Gavin Grant gives a speech at a rally to mark the 1st anniversary of the live export trade resuming from Ramsgate port. Since the trade re-opened in 2011 many thousands of animals including calves, sheep and horses have been shipped through its port. Many are just weeks old when they are forced to endure horrific journeys overseas - Some even die in transit.

To join the campaign against long distance live transport or for more information please visit: www.rspca.org.uk/livetransport

ON THE HOOK NOT THE HOOF
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